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Once upon a time in a land far away there was a little girl whose name 

was Crystal , because her eyes shone with many colors like a crystal in the sunlight. 

She lived in a small village with her mother and older brother. Her mother took in the 

laundry from the big house on the hill and washed it to provide for her family. While the 

brother, Thomas, went into the woods each day with the men and worked, doing what 

Crystal  didn’t know. Crystal  was a very sweet  young thing; she helped her 

mother and never got into trouble.  

One day her mother, tired and with mountains of laundry still to do 

sent Crystal  to the big house to deliver a package of clean	  laundry that was needed 

that day. Having never been up to the big house on the hill, Crystal 

excitedly threw on her cloak and tied her bonnet ribbon with care. Taking the 

package in hand she promised her mother she would be back within the hour. Before 

leaving, her mother reached out and grasped her arm and said, “Once in the big 

house do not look anyone in the eye.”  

Crystal  shuddered  at the intensity in her mother’s voice, 

promised she would do as her mother said and left. The big house on the hill was a short 

distance away from the village, up a winding path. Crystal  climbed the path 



swinging the package between her two hands, from side to side. As she grew closer and 

closer to the big house the swinging became less and less until she clutched onto the 

package in fear. Her mother’s parting words rung in her ear, “Once in the big 

house do not look anyone in the eye.”  She reached the front door, large, 

wooden, and rough, and knocked. The sound echo through the inside like it was an 

empty cavern. The door began to creak open and Crystal  quickly bowed her 

head in fear of looking whoever it was in the eye. The shoes and dress were of a woman, 

the voice was sweet and sing-songy. Her voice called Crystal’s  eyes upward until 

 


